SEPTEMBER 2019
Letter from Larry
Well, where has the summer gone? September already
and the unofficial end of summer! At least we have one
more shot at a long weekend getaway with Labor Day!
The first Monday of every September recognizes the men and women who labor to
build this country. Through a time-honored tradition with roots in the coordinated
efforts of the labor movement of the 1800s, we salute the American worker force.
This National Day also signals the official end of summer. With the school year
starting and an extra day to the weekend, all the hard-working men and women
earn a well-deserved break! Families take one last summer trip and cities hold that
last festival for the season.
Labor Day was celebrated for the first time in New York City in 1882. It was
originally celebrated on September 5th but was moved to the first Monday in
September in 1884. Labor Day started out as a state holiday, getting voted in by
individual states. As the day gained popularity, Congress declared Labor Day
1894.
The actual end of summer happens on September 23rd. The Autumnal Equinox is
observed annually when the sun can be seen directly overhead along the equator,
marking the end of summer and beginning of fall in the Northern Hemisphere. The
Autumn Equinox is one of two days when all points on earth except the polar
regions see the sun rise and set at due east and due west. With few exceptions, all
latitudes see almost exactly 12 hours of daylight and 12 of darkness.
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Patriot Day on September 11th honors the memory of the nearly 3,000 people who
were killed in the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Each year, in the United
States the day is dedicated to remembering those who died as well as those who
risked their own lives to save others.
Observe moments of silence:
• 8:46 AM EDT – American Airlines Flight #11 collides into the World Trade
Center
• 9:03 AM EDT – United Airlines Flight #175 collides into the World Trade
Center South Tower
• 9:37 AM EDT – American Airlines Flight #77 crashes into the Pentagon
• 9:59 AM EDT – World Trade Center South Tower Collapses
• 10:03 AM EDT – United Airlines Flight #93 crashes in Shanksville, PA
• 10:28 AM EDT – World Trade Center North Tower Collapses
Some stories you just don’t see on the news or in the papers. Here is one such
story.
A chaplain, who happened to be assigned to the Pentagon, told of an incident that
happened right after Flight 77 hit the Pentagon on 9/11. A daycare facility inside
the Pentagon had many children, including infants who were in heavy cribs. The
daycare supervisor, looking at all the children they needed to evacuate, was in a
panic over what they could do. There were many children, mostly toddlers, as well
as the infants that would need to be taken out with the cribs. There was no time to
try to bundle them into carriers and strollers.
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Just then a young Marine came running into the center and asked what they
needed. After hearing what the center director was trying to do, he ran back out
into the hallway and disappeared. The director thought, "Well, here we are, on our
own."
About 2 minutes later, that Marine returned with 40 other Marines in tow. Each of
them grabbed a crib with a child, and the rest started gathering up toddlers. The
director and her staff then helped them take all the children out of the center and
down toward the park near the Potomac and the Pentagon.
Once they got about 3/4 of a mile outside the building, the Marines stopped in the
park, and then did a fabulous thing - they formed a circle with the cribs, which
were quite sturdy and heavy, like the covered wagons in the Old West. Inside this
circle of cribs, they put the toddlers, to keep them from wandering off. Outside
this circle were the 40 Marines, forming a perimeter around the children and
waiting for instructions. There they remained until the parents could be notified
and come get their children.
The chaplain then said, "I don't think any of us saw nor heard of this on any of the
news stories of the day." It was an incredible story of our men there. There wasn't
a dry eye in the room. The thought of those Marines and what they did and how
fast they reacted; could we expect any less from them? It was one of the most
touching stories from the Pentagon.
It's the Military, not the politicians that ensures our right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. It's the Military who salutes the flag, who serves beneath the
flag, and whose coffin is draped by the flag.
As for the Labor Day holiday, I am heading down to North Carolina to visit with
my brother and his family. I’m sure when I come back, I will have a story or two
to tell. He’s already making a ‘Brother To Do list’ for me!

Quote of the Month
“America was not built on fear. America was built on courage, on imagination and
an unbeatable determination to do the job at hand.”
—former President Harry S. Truman

~Larry
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PITTSBURGH HEINZ HISTORY QUIZ

1. What was the first major industry in Pittsburgh?
a) Coal b) Glass c) Steel
2. What did Islay’s introduce in 1929?
a) Skyscraper cone b) Klondike bar

c) Chipped Ham

3. What Pittsburgh University was the only one to offer a degree in Bag
Piping?
a) Duquesne b) Pitt c) Carnegie Mellon
4. What TV station was the first community sponsored station to telecast
educational classes?
a) KDKA b) WTAE c) WQED
5. In 1962, who was the first company to use pull-tabs on cans?
a) Pepsi b) Iron City Beer c) Coca Cola
6. Pittsburgh was designated the “City of Champions” because of which of
the following?
a) # of sports players from area b) Super Bowl & Stanley Cup win
c) Super Bowl and World Series win
7. Which baseball stadium was the first to have lights for night games?
a) Three Rivers b) Forbes Field c) Pitt Stadium
8. How did the term “Heinz 57” get chosen for the slogan?
a) H.J. Heinz liked the sound of it b) Used 57 ingredients
c) Made 57 products
9. What was the first product Heinz made?
a) Horseradish b) Mustard c) Ketchup
10.What game of chance was invented & first played in Pittsburgh?
a) Monopoly b) Bingo c) Poker
Answers found on last page …..
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DON’T MISS OUT

Don’t miss Vincentian’s rock gala – a fresh alternative to black-tie
fundraising that mixes a night of incredible eats, signature drinks, dancing,
and fabulous prizes in a nightclub-style setting with music by Bon Journey
and Fleetwood Mask tribute band. Rock out in the photo booth, with $10
Casino Play, or by winning a chance to play with the band, meet Fleetwood
Mask backstage, or qualify for other great prizes like musical trips to New
Orleans, Nashville, the Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony,
Carrie Underwood’s Cry Pretty Tour 360 in Chicago, and MORE! To make
a reservation for a VIP Pass, General Admission Pass, or to purchase a
table for ten, go to: www.rockinpgh.org. Volunteers are also needed.
Please contact Jamie at Vincentian Charitable Foundation for more
information – jhayden@vcs.org
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What’s Up and Where We’re Going
The Villa Management office which is located in the Apartment Building #911 is
open during the hours of 8:00 am to 4:30 pm Monday – Friday. Office number is
412-364-6591.
Remember Maintenance/Security is on the campus 24/7.
Between the hours of 7 am - 3:30 pm ~~ call …. 412-592-5352
Between 3:30 pm and 7 am ~~ call …. 412-592-5704
Many of your family and/or friends live out of the area. Please remind concerned
loved ones not to leave messages on the office phone stating that they were
attempting to get in touch with you and were not able to do so.
As “peace of mind” for them, please provide them with the number/s for
Maintenance/Security.
This way if they are attempting to contact you and you are not at home, they can
call Maintenance/Security and have them check to be sure that you are ok.
To make things as convenient as possible for you, please note what is listed below:
The information bulletin board which includes the monthly sign up sheets
for up and coming events is located just inside the front doors in the foyer of
the Apartment Building #911. A mail slot just inside the front doors in the
foyer of the Apartment Building #911 is for your convenience. This can be
used to drop off your menus, other correspondence such as forms, or your
monthly fee check (or it can be mailed to the address found on your
statement).
Information ONLY is posted at Club House for your convenience.
Remember: If you are planning on using Villa Transportation for a Villa
sponsored event, you MUST sign up and/or notify Sandie as seating is limited!
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Please mark your calendar for the following up and coming events:
Specifically note the “Sign Up By Date”

Date:
Time:
Where:
What:

Every Monday (Unless Otherwise Noted)
6:00 p.m.
Club House
Games & Card Night

Date:
Time:
Where:
What:

Second & Fourth Tuesday of Month
11:00 a.m. – 12:00
Apartment Building Library
Villa Bible Study
All Residents Invited to Attend

Date:
Time:
Where:
What:

First and Third Tuesday Every Month
1:30 p.m.
Apartment Building Library
Crafty Corner
All Residents Invited to Attend

Date:
Time:
Where:
What:

Every Thursday (Unless Otherwise Noted)
9:00 a.m. (McIntyre Square)
12:30 p.m. (McIntyre Square & Kuhn’s Market)
Pick up at your home or apartment
Thursday Weekly Grocery Shopping Trip

Date:
Time:
Where:
What:

First Friday of Every Month
1:00 p.m.
Apartment Building Library
Villa Book Club
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MEDICAL CORNER

Disease Prevention Month

Working toward healthy people in healthy communities. Chronic diseases and
conditions such as heart disease, stroke, cancer, type 2 diabetes, obesity, chronic
lung disease, and others account for the most deaths in the United States and
globally.
Chronic diseases and conditions are the major drivers of sickness, disability and
health care costs in the nation. Just as most chronic diseases are caused or made
worse by many of the same risk factors, they can be prevented or lessened by many
of the same interventions.
The risk factors for chronic diseases can be addressed at two levels; the individual
level (including health care interventions) and the population level (including
policies and environments that promote health). Working both levels is essential.
Health risk behaviors are unhealthy behaviors that can be changed. The four
behaviors listed below cause much of the illness, suffering, and early death related
to chronic diseases and conditions.
•
•
•
•

Drinking too much alcohol
Lack of exercise or physical activity
Poor nutrition
Tobacco use
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Follow these tips to join the path to a healthier life.
QUIT SMOKING – One year after quitting excess risk for heart disease is reduced
by half.
EXERCISE REGULARLY – Getting at least 150 minutes per week in physical
activity can prevent or delay the onset of type 2 diabetes for high risk Americans.
KNOW YOUR NUMBERS – An adult with healthy blood pressure and healthy
blood cholesterol levels has a greatly reduced risk for cardiovascular disease.

This information is general information. Please consult with your physician
with any questions / concerns and prior to starting any physical program.
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Taste of the Villa

Creamy Cucumber, Radish & Tomato Salad

A mix of cool, crunch vegetables gives this salad satisfying bite for a perfect potluck side

INGREDIENTS
½ Cup Mayonnaise
½ Cup Crumbled Feta Cheese
1 TBL Chopped Fresh Chives, plus more for garnish
1 TBL Lemon Juice
¼ tsp Salt
¼ tsp Ground Pepper
1 Large English Cucumber, diced
1 Bunch Radishes, diced
1 Pint Cherry Tomatoes, quartered
1 TBL Chopped Fresh Dill, plus more for garnish
½ Medium Red Onion, finely diced
DIRECTIONS
Whisk mayonnaise, feta, chives, dill, lemon juice, salt and pepper in a large bowl.
Add cucumber, tomatoes, radishes and onion and toss to coat.
Garnish with more chives and dill, if desired.
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FYI
There are many reasons why you chose to come to Vincentian Villa to live but one
of the important reasons was to take the guesswork out of where to go if and/or
when you would require the services of assisted living and/or a nursing home.
This is part of the “Continuum” of care. If you end up in the hospital and the
doctor tells you that you need to go to an assisted living or a nursing home for
rehabilitation, you need to:
• Call the Villa office to let them know you are in the hospital
• Inform the Social Service worker assigned to you that you are a resident of
Vincentian Villa, therefore, they need to contact Admissions at Vincentian
Home
• You yourself can call Julie Schell, Admissions Coordinator at Vincentian
Home @ 412-366-5600 Ext. 1526 to inform her of your need for a bed
Remember to check the bulletin board in the Apartment Building foyer
and the bulletin board at the Club House for event postings, changes
and/or corrections, and items of general interest.
As a reminder, Maintenance/Security is here 24 hours a day / 7 days a
week. If you need assistance…do not hesitate to call them.
Update the Villa Management Office of any/all changes you may have
since your original move in, i.e. new vehicle, phone number change, etc.

PITTSBURGH HEINZ HISTORY QUIZ …. ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Glass
Skyscraper Cone
Carnegie Mellon
WQED
Iron City Beer

6. Super Bowl & World Series win
7. Forbes Field
8. H.J. Heinz liked the sound of it
9. Horseradish
10. Bingo
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